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Abstract
The authors examine underlying motivations for individuals to share
information during a group decision making exercise. Focusing on two specific
types of motivation: epistemic and prosocial, the study looks at both innate
tendencies towards information sharing and the effect of a particular
situational cue: group performance-based pay. Using a model called
“Motivated Information Processing in Groups” (MIPG), the study examines the
effect of group rewards on individual motivations to share unique information
(prosocial motivations), as well the groups’ overall motivation to listen,
consider, and deeply process that information (epistemic motivations). The
authors find that, while some people are innately prone to sharing information
and cooperating with others, group performance-based pay can act as a
“substitute”; thereby spurring less cooperative and less interested people to
effectively participate in the group decision making process. Implications from
the study suggest that managers can either a) carefully construct the
composition of decision-making teams or b) structure situational cues, such
as reward packages, in such a way to encourage and facilitate optimal group
decision making outcomes.
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“Talent wins games, but teamwork and intelligence wins championships.” 1
Michael Jordan, Retired American Professional Basketball Player
At first blush, group decision making should be a simple process: two or
more people come together in a meeting of the minds; each person shares,
without reservation, everything that he or she knows; and this information is
met with dignity and respect as the group mulls over various options. In the
end, the group, working together, with efficiency and openness, selects the
one option that is acceptable and fair to all. However, in reality, group
decision making is a complex social interaction. As humans, our willingness
to share information is contingent on several factors. For example, how do
we feel about the people with whom we are working? Are they friend or are
they foe? Will we benefit from this exchange, or will we suffer harm? On the
other hand, as group members, will we listen to our colleagues? Will we,
with open minds, carefully and thoughtfully examine all evidence before
forming a conclusion? Experience, together with research findings, suggests
“no,” and we are trying to understand why.
Economists have long considered decision making to be a rational
activity, whereby individuals have access to complete and perfect
information, and then make the one, best choice that maximizes their
outcome. Recognizing that human decision making is, at its best, an
inherently flawed process, renowned scholars from Herbert Simon to Richard
Thaler have identified constraints that, all too often, result in sub-optimal
outcomes. People are not machines, we do not have unlimited cognitive
processing powers, we do not have perfect information or unlimited time, we
are subject to irrational fears and impulses, and we often make choices that
work against our own best interests.2
To further complicate the picture, we are often reliant on others to help
in the decision making process. In the current knowledge-based economy,
work has become far too complex for a single individual to be able to achieve
much on his or her own. It is only with others that we can effectively solve
problems, nurture creativity and innovation, and leverage diverse
perspectives into superior products and services. This reliance on group
work has become so pervasive that teams are often considered the building
blocks of today’s organizations. However, as dependent as we are on other
people’s knowledge and abilities, evidence suggests that individuals in a
group setting often have an alarming inability to effectively share unique
information. Moreover, to compound the problem, groups seem to be unable
to effectively process that unique information once it is shared. Put simply,
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as group members, we are often reluctant to share what we know, whether
through selfishness or an inability to recognize our knowledge as valuable.
Then, when we do share unique information, the group is often dismissive of
that information or too preoccupied discussing irrelevant information to
recognize the value of the contribution.3
Motivations to Share and Process Information
Recognizing that group members bring their unique knowledge,
experience, insights, and abilities to the table, and, to be effective, these
disparate qualities must be shared and integrated, researchers have
developed a model called Motivated Information Processing in Groups
(MIPG). The cornerstone of this model hinges on two types of motivations:
prosocial motivation, or a willingness to sacrifice self-gain for the overall
good of the group; and epistemic motivation, a desire to learn and a
willingness to spend time to deeply understand a phenomenon, including the
task at hand.4 The main premise of the model is to identify factors that
simultaneously encourage prosocial behaviors, i.e. a willingness to cooperate
and share information, while at the same time, encouraging epistemic
behaviors, i.e. a willingness to expend time and concentration in order to
fully integrate all the information at the group’s disposal. According to the
MIPG model, some people are innately given to prosocial or epistemic
motivations as part of their temperament and value systems. However,
lacking this innate predisposition, people can be encouraged to adopt
prosocial and epistemic motivations through certain situational cues.
Impact of Group Performance-Based Pay
In our study, we looked at the effect of one such situational cue: group
rewards. According to theory, group rewards should incentivize people with
naturally low levels of epistemic and/or prosocial inclinations to cooperate
and effectively process information. Our reasoning for using group rewards
was twofold: first, we thought that offering a reward would signal the
importance of the task to each group member, thereby stimulating interest
and a willingness to deeply consider and process information. Second, we
reasoned that group rewards should serve to expand an individual’s focus
from self-gain to group-gain. An important aspect of our study was to factor
in the personality composition of the groups. Small groups are especially
susceptible to influences by individual members. One member, with an
extreme personality, can have a profound impact on the groups’ outcome.
To measure personality, we looked at the Big-Five personality dimensions.
This personality framework divides personality into five distinct dimensions:
extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability, and
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openness to experience. People who score highly on the agreeableness
dimension are often considerate, generous, and willing to cooperate with
others; an indication that they are very likely to exhibit prosocial behaviors.
Openness to experience is comprised of two major sub-facets: artistic and
cognitive. This personality dimension includes such things as intellectual
efficiency, ingenuity, curiosity, aesthetics, tolerance, and depth of thought.
Naturally, people who score highly on the openness dimension would be
more inclined towards epistemic behaviors.
To test our research question, we asked participants to solve a murder
mystery case. While everyone read a similar scenario, each person held
unique information. These unique facts, once known to the entire group,
should exonerate one suspect and incriminate one of the others. Only if the
unique facts are presented to the entire group and properly discussed and
processed, will the group arrive at the proper conclusion. We divided our
participants into two groups: one group solved the mystery for a set amount
of money (fixed pay), while the other group was rewarded on the basis of how
well they solved the mystery (performance-based pay).
We found that our situational cue, group rewards, was especially effective
for groups naturally low in agreeableness and openness to experience. The
groups low on openness exchanged more unique information, while the
groups low on agreeableness were willing to sit in discussion longer. Instead
of prematurely closing the conversation, these “disagreeable” group members
talked with each other, thereby eventually exchanging key information.
Because groups with lower levels of epistemic and prosocial motivations
achieved solve rates equal to that of their more agreeable and more interested
counterparts, we concluded that group rewards acted as an effective
substitute for person-based (innate) epistemic and prosocial motivations. 5
While we are making strides in understanding the dynamics of group
decision making, we still do not completely understand why some people are
innately prone to prosocial behaviors. Consequently, researchers in the
group decision making field are now moving into biological psychology to
identify factors that encourage or discourage cooperation. Specifically, they
are looking at the formation of social groups, e.g. “in-group” and “out-group”
mentalities. Studies suggest that a certain brain chemistry encourages
cooperation and facilitates information sharing when people consider
themselves connected to the group (in-group). 6 However, this same
chemistry can be detrimental when individuals are trying to work with
outsiders (out-group).7
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Implications for practice
Of course, these experimental results, while important for contributing
to the group decision making theory, are not directly translatable to practice.
Still, they do have profound implications for management because they
underscore the importance of cultivating an inclusive organizational culture
that is conducive to healthy collaborations. First, as our particular study
suggests, it is important that managers carefully consider the composition of
decision making groups. Extremes in personalities can have an effect on the
entire group. So, if one person is having trouble working with others, it will
have a decidedly negative effect on the groups’ outcome. Finding people who
work well together often leads to extraordinarily synergistic interactions, and
these productive interactions often lead to extraordinary results.
Yet, as much as we would like to rely on people’s innate interests and good
will, we must acknowledge that not all people work well together.
Incorporating and encouraging diversity in workplace leads to superior firm
performance. However, when people come together from different cultures,
speaking different languages, and having different expectations for work, it
can cause some friction between co-workers and colleagues. Moreover, even
the best of working relationships can deteriorate over time. Once warm
friendships can grow cold, leaving people less willing and less able to
collaborate.
Given the fragile nature of human relationships, we might arguably think
it more important to understand the situational factors that encourage
effective decision-making processes. For example, the culture of the
organization is critical, in that it should encourage diversity and differences.
As our study suggests, the reward structure should be carefully constructed
in such a way as to communicate the importance of the task at hand, as well
as encouraging benevolent cooperation between members of the decision
making group.
In closing, readers might conclude from the results of our study that it
would be hard to find someone who is all things: innately prosocial,
competitive, hard-driving, possessing of a keen intellect and a desire to learn
new things. We are fortunate to be living in interesting times, and we have
witnessed the meteoric ascent of many successful entrepreneurs. A case in
point, might be Elon Musk, who has been called the Thomas Edison of our
time. By all accounts, Musk is hard driving and fiercely competitive.
Certainly, he isn’t afraid to disagree with others. Yet, Elon Musk has devoted
his life to the development of non-carbon emitting engines, has plans for
space exploration, and is, at the time of this writing, engaged in talks with
the Governor of Puerto Rico to restore their severely damaged energy grid.
When asked to reflect on his biggest mistake, Musk said that it centered on
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hiring decisions: he used to think it most important to hire talented or
“smart” people. Now he feels that it is important that someone be kind and
it matters if someone has “a good heart.”8 Based on your organization’s
mission, goals, and corporate culture, it might be worth thinking about what
constitutes and, perhaps even more importantly, what encourages “a good
heart.”
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